Sir,

I am happy to know that the small court has given satisfaction in your case concerning the
contract and that the same stands against our opponents. Mr. Adams, however, while he
believes that one of them, Davis, is the right and just party—perhaps it will appeal to the
great court—if it so will only bear to portray a little and save them more expense—gently.
I have had a conversation with Mr. Chapman, knowing your affairs, and it
seems that he would come to some terms if they can manage in such a way
to accept them, so it may be useful to be in touch with him. I
also believe that will give us some leverage, and it is to
enter into a little with you personally, that this was used by Mr. Wing
of some things you want to be done, I can bet on the last week to
express that he will get you at a cheaper rate later—he cannot
therefore, if any questions should be raised to you, breathe, to enter into
agreement relations, without our personal knowledge— and you-
That great assurance take a trip to town. This can lead back in
mind its utmost concentration on the subject — in the best to carry and try
good conduct, with a little patience, it will come round — and although
my various regarding to set permit to write you often, repeatedly
your business is looked after with the greatest care, and will finally end
to your entire satisfaction.

Yarn dear Sir,

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

[Stamp]